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Backness harmony with the neutral behaviour of i, í [i ] and ː é [e ]ː  — all front vowels
phonetically — are the most often analysed aspects of Hungarian phonology (see
Siptár & Törkenczy 2000 and Törkenczy &2011). We discuss transparency and anti-
harmony: transparency is observed when a back + neu-tral mixed stem takes a back
suffix (BN+B): eg hamis-ak ‘fake-PL’, while the non-mixed neutral stems take a front
suffix  (NN+F):  eg  tigris-ek  ‘tiger-PL’.  This  behaviour  of  neutral  vowels  is  largely
compulsory  and  productive.  On  the  contrary,  anti-harmony is  restricted  to  a
specific,  closed stem-class:  monosyllabic  stems with a neutral  vowel  that take a
back suffix alternant (N+B): sír-ban ‘grave-INESS’.  This must be seen as exceptional,
since “normal” neutral stems are suffixed by a front alternant (N+F): hír-ben ‘news-
INESS’.

Suffixed forms also show transparent behaviour: a back stem followed by a neutral
suffix obligatorily takes the back alternant (B+N+B): eg  nap-i-ak ‘day-ADJ-PL’. The
two effects can be combined if an anti-harmonic stem is suffixed by a neutral suffix.
In this case the suffix will also be back after an anti-harmonic stem (N(+N)+B): eg
hid(-i)-ak ‘bridge(-ADJ)-PL’. If the stem is harmonic front, the suffixed form will be
front too (N(+N)+F): eg  viz(-i)-ek ‘water(-ADJ)-PL’.  Crucially, these phenomena are
independent of the morphological status of the morphemes: the suffixes can be
deverbal or denominal and inflectional or derivational. The harmonic exceptionality
of anti-harmonic stems is thus inherited by their derivates. Some possible patterns
are summarized below:

(1) Harmonic types of neutral forms 

Stem only front suffix front or back
suffix

only back suffix

a. monomorphemic F N B

FN, NN BN

b. suffixed F+N N+N (!) B+N

Thus, stems of the type X+N seem to show the same pattern as their absolute stem
(X) does:  a neutral suffixed form is harmonically identical to the stem (see Törkenczy
et al 2013).  This hypothesis of harmony preservation will be tested in a subsystem
of  Hungarian  morphophonology:  we  will  examine  what  happens  if  truncation
interacts with the harmonic patterns.  There are two truncating suffixes relevant
here, both of them induce vowel-zero alternation in the stem and contain neutral
vowels.  The  verbal  forming  suffix  -ít  show  the  harmony  preserving  effect
mentioned  above,  ie  if  the  stem  contains  a  neutral +  back  vowel  sequence  its
truncated suffixed forms will also do so (NB and N+N+B): eg béna 'paralyzed' and
bén-ít-hat 'id.-VERB-MOD', and the same is true for front vowels (NF and N+N+F): eg
béke 'peace' and bék-ít-het 'id.-VERB-MOD'.

The diminutive (DIM) suffixes -i, -ci, -csi, -si etc, however, show a different pattern.
Neutral vowelled DIM forms are always harmonically front regardless of the original
harmonic class of the truncated stem: eg Tibor, Éva (names) and Tib-i-nek, Év-i-nek
‘id-DIM-DAT’, and for common nouns also: eg kirá[ j]  ‘cool’,  pisa ‘piddle’ and kir-csi-
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nek,  pis-i-nek ‘id-DIM-DAT’.     It  is  important  to  note  that  source  of  the  front
harmonicity cannot be the DIM suffix, because the suffix vowel shows transparent
behaviour:  eg  Sára name,  gazda ‘(dog-)keeper’  and  Sár-i-nak,  gazd-i-nak  ‘id-DIM-
DAT’.  That is,  the vowel of the DIM suffix is  transparent for back vowels and not
transparent for the neutral vowels of anti-harmonic stems. The difference of these
two suffixes in their harmonic behaviour is the same as the one in (1): -ít suffixation
is similar to other (non-DIM) suffixation (1b),  and forms with DIM  -i is  similar to
monomorphemic forms (1a). Harmony preservation can be analysed by assuming
paradigmatic  uniformity  constraints  between  the  stem  and  the  suffixed  form,
hence violation of preservation is explained by a special status of DIMs.

A similar phenomenon arises when the stem contains a back vowel +  e  sequence
(Be). In this case since the e is optionally transparent to the backness, systematic
vacillation occurs: Be+B/F, eg  József-nak/nek ‘name-DAT’,  bunker-nak/nek ‘bunker-
DAT’ (see Siptár & Törkenczy 2000 and Törkenczy 2011). In the diminutive forms,
however, the last vowel is i (instead of e) which is always compulsorily transparent,
thus these DIM forms can be suffixed with back allomorphs only: B+i+B, eg Józs-i-
nak/*nek, bunk-i-nak/*nek ‘id.-DIM-DAT’. This is structurally analogous to the case of
neutral vowel stems shown above: harmonic preservation does not hold in the case
of diminutive formation, but the harmonic class of these DIM forms is identical to
the harmonic class of the monomorphemic stems of the same form: Bi+B.            

A  possible  explanation  of  the  “exceptionality”  of  DIMs  is  rooted  in  the  special
process of DIM formation in morphology.

1. It  is  not  entirely  productive:  it  is  unpredictable  which  of  the several  DIM
suffixes will be used with a given nominal (and many potential  diminutive
forms are odd by speakers’ judgement).

2. the degree of DIM truncation is special: while all other truncating suffixes
delete only one vowel, DIM suffixes delete a string of potentially any length.
This is because DIM formation is output oriented: a DIM form has to be two
syllables long.

3. DIM forms often undergo lexicalization: the semantic link between the mor-
phological base and its DIM form is often obscured.

Therefore DIMs have much weaker links to their  root than other derived forms,
thus they do not belong to their root’s paradigm. This explains why the harmonic
behaviour of DIMs is not inherited from their root, hence they follow the pattern of
morphologically simplex polysyllabic stems.
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